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ABSTRACT: 3D, fully-coupled, nonlinear numerical simulations of soil-foundation-mitiga-
tion-structure (SFMS) systems were performed in OpenSEES using a state-of-the-art soil consti-
tutive model (PDMY02). The soil constitutive model was calibrated with a series of monotonic
and cyclic triaxial tests and a free-field centrifuge test. The fixed-base structural models and
fuses were calibrated based on beam-column component tests and hammer impact tests. Subse-
quently, we performed numerical simulations of centrifuge tests involving potentially inelastic
multi-degree-of-freedom structures founded on liquefiable soil profiles when unmitigated and
mitigated with densification. The predicted global response of the SFMS system was highly sen-
sitive to the soil parameters and the soil-foundation interface. Overall, numerical results com-
pared fairly well with experimental measurements in terms of accelerations and excess pore
pressures in soil and accelerations transferred to the superstructure. The accuracy of the pre-
dicted foundation settlement and tilt improved for thinner liquefiable deposits or densified
ground, with a smaller contribution from volumetric strains (in particular sedimentation).

1 INTRODUCTION

For many decades, ground densification has been widely used as a liquefaction remediation or
ground improvement technique. Field observations from previous earthquakes have provided
evidence that sites with ground densification can reduce the liquefaction hazard, and its conse-
quences (Mitchell and Wentz 1991; Mitchell et al. 1995). However, the effects of this counter-
measure on the average and differential settlement of buildings, or the seismic demand and
deformations transferred to the superstructure have not been evaluated adequately in prior
case histories. In the absence of sufficient case histories of buildings on densified ground,
physical tests under controlled conditions and with adequate instrumentation can provide crit-
ical insight into the underlying failure mechanisms as well as the tradeoffs associated with the
performance of soil-foundation-structure (SFS) systems due to ground improvement. The
experimental data can also enable validating advanced numerical tools, which can then be
used to develop performance-based design methodologies for ground densification.
This paper compares the results of 3D nonlinear numerical simulations with centrifuge

experiments that involved soil-foundation-(mitigation)-structure (SFMS) systems. This study
investigates the effects of ground densification on site response and performance of one 3-story,
moment-resisting, steel frame, mat-founded structure. The finite element simulations were con-
ducted in an Open-Source for Earthquake Engineering Simulations platform (OpenSEES). The
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soil was represented by brickUP elements with an advanced pressure-dependent, multi-yield sur-
face soil constitutive model (PDMY02; Elgamal et al. 2002 and Yang et al. 2008). The model of
the structure also captured material and geometric nonlinearities. Initially, the soil constitutive
model parameters were calibrated with a series of undrained and drained, monotonic and cyclic
triaxial tests and a free-field centrifuge test detailed by Ramirez et al. (2018a, b). Separately, the
building’s modal response and damping characteristics were verified against hammer impact
tests by Olarte et al. (2017). The properties of structural fuses, where inelasticity concentrates in
the structure, were calibrated using monotonic and cyclic beam-column component tests per-
formed by Olarte et al. (2017,2018). In this paper, we evaluate the limitations and capabilities of
the numerical simulations in capturing the response of potentially nonlinear, multi-degree-of-
freedom (MDOF), mat-founded structures on layered, liquefiable soil deposits when unmiti-
gated and mitigated with ground improvement.

2 CENTRIFUGE EXPERIMENTS

A large number of centrifuge experiments was recently conducted at the University of Colorado
Boulder’s 5.5 m-radius, 400 g-ton centrifuge facility (Ko 1988) to evaluate site response, soil-
structure interaction, and effectiveness of a range of mitigation techniques on liquefiable soil
profiles. This paper focuses on two tests that involved a potentially-inelastic MDOF model
structure representing the key properties of a 3-story, moment-resisting, steel frame building
(Structure A) founded on two soil profiles including a liquefiable layer (with a thickness of 4
and 6 m) with and without ground densification. The elevation-view drawings of these tests and
their instrumentation layouts are provided in Figure 1. The name of each test first specifies the
structure type, with a subscript that indicates whether mitigation was used (densification: DS)
or not (no mitigation: NM). The thickness of the liquefiable layer in each test is also indicated
in the test name (4 or 6 m; Profiles 1 and 2). The instrumentation measured accelerations, pore
water pressures, and vertical displacements at key locations in soil near and away from the
buildings, as well as accelerations and bending strains of structural components.
The total thickness of the soil specimens in all models was 18 m in prototype scale, which

mainly consisted of Ottawa sand F65 (emax = 0.81, emin = 0.53, cu = 1.56, Gs = 2.56, k ≈1.3x10-4

m/s; Olarte et al. 2017). The bottom dense layer of Ottawa sand, with a thickness of 12 m or
10 m (Profiles 1 or 2), was dry pluviated to achieve a relative density (Dr) of approximately
90%. This layer was overlaid by a looser layer of Ottawa sand, also dry pluviated, but with Dr

Figure 1. Instrumentation layout of the centrifuge experiments showing, in elevation: (a) ANM-DS-4, (b)

ANM-DS-6; (c) Structure A. All dimensions are in prototype scale, in meters.
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≈ 40%; this layer had a thickness of 4 or 6 m (Profiles 1 or 2). Finally, 2 m of course Monterey
sand 0/30 (emax = 0.84, emin = 0.54, cu = 1.3, Gs = 2.56, k =5.3 x10-4 m/s; Dashti et al. 2010)
was dry pluviated at Dr ≈ 90% as the non-liquefiable surface crust. An automated pluviation
system (Kirkwood and Dashti 2018) was used to prepare the centrifuge model specimens, to
ensure repeatability, uniformity, and consistency.
The simplified and scaled model of the 3-story Structure A was assembled with three

lumped masses (representating three degrees of freedom, DOFs). Beam and columns were
constructed of steel grade A992 sections. The potential nonlinearity in this structure was
designed to occur at the column base and beam ends in reduced section areas called “fuses”.
The fuses were designed with a thickness of 0.33 m (prototype scale) of nickel grade N200/201.
The densified depth covered the entire thickness of the liquefiable or looser layer of Ottawa

sand. The lateral extent of densification was selected as one-half of the improved depth, as
proposed by the Japanese Geotechnical Society (JGS 1996). Note the densified layer of
Ottawa sand in the improved area was also dry pluviated, which does not consider the change
of soil fabric in the manner typically achieved in-situ with vibration techniques. More details
about the design and preparation of the densified area are provided by Olarte et al. (2017).
The soil-foundation-(mitigation)-structure models were prepared in a flexible-shear-beam

(FSB) container to minimize the effects of reflecting waves observed in containers with rigid
walls (Paramasivam 2018). A solution of methylcellulose in water (Stewart et al. 1998) was
used to saturate the soil spcimens under vacuum with a viscosity 70 times that of water to
satisfy the dynamic and diffusion scaling laws. Each model was subsequently spun to 70 g of
centrifugal acceleration, after which a number of 1D horizontal earthquake motions was
applied to its base (using a servo-hydraulic centrifuge shaking table) in flight. This paper only
focuses on the results obtained during the first major motion: the horizontal component of a
scaled version of the 1995 Kobe earthquake recorded at the Takatori station. The results and
simulations presented in this paper are all in prototype scale units, unless otherwise indicated.

3 NUMERICAL MODELING DETAILS

Three-dimensional (3D), nonlinear, solid-fluid, fully-coupled, effective stress, dynamic finite-
element (FE) simulations of each test were performed in the object-oriented, open-source, finite
element (FE) computational OpenSEES platform (Mazzoni et al. 2006). Figure 2 shows a 3D
view of the mesh for Test ANM-DS-4, including the details of the densified area and structure.
In these simulations, the pressure-dependent, multi-yield surface, version 2 (PDMY02) consti-

tutive model (Elgamal et al. 2002) was used with 8-node, soil-fluid, hexahedral brickUP

Figure 2. Illustration of FE models of: (a) Test ANM-DS-4; (b) zones with dense Ottawa sand; and (c) Struc-

ture A. All dimensions are in prototype scale in meters. (Note: all simulations took advantage of symmetry

in the out-of-plane direction.) CAD model and mesh were generated using STKO (Petracca et al. 2017)
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elements. All soil nodes had 4-DOFs, three for displacement and one for fluid pressure. Soil
properties were selected after a comprehensive calibration using a series of monotonic and
cyclic triaxial tests and a free-field centrifuge test. Ramirez et al. (2018b) showed that calibrating
soil parameters only based on fully drained or undrained triaxial tests could lead to a highly
dilative response when predicting seismic site response in a boundary-value problem with simul-
taneous generation and dissipation of excess pore pressures. They also showed that capturing
the number of cycles to trigger liquefaction at an element level did not appear to produce better
predictions of site response, particularly in denser layers. In addition, the authors investigated
the sensitivity of free field boundary value numerical predictions to the following analysis
parameters (Ramirez 2019): type of constraint-handler, tolerance of convergence, transient inte-
grator method parameters, the soil-small-strain Rayleigh damping coefficient and frequencies,
and analysis time increment. Among these parameters, the small-strain Rayleigh damping char-
acteristics of soil appeared to strongly influence the predicted excess pore pressures and acceler-
ations. Although often analysts use small-strain damping of a 3-5%, with frequencies than
represent the first and third modal small-strain frequency, this approach overdamps the
response in the nonlinear range (short frequency). Here, a damping coefficient of 4% at frequen-
cies of 0.01 and 25 Hz was selected to minimize the error in predicted free-field site response.

In summary, the inclusion of a free-field centrifuge experiment with the expected soil profile
and ground motions significantly improved the predictive capabilities of the simulations in the
absence of a structure (See details in Ramirez et al. 2018b), which in turn, allowed for a more
reliable simulation of the response in near-field (Ramirez 2019). However, despite access to a
centrifuge free-field experiment, settlement predictions were highly unreliable and underpre-
dicted by up to 100%. This underprediction is partly due to this constitutive model’s signifi-
cant underprediction of the coefficient of volumetric compressibility (mv), and partly because
of a continuum framework’s inability to capture complex volumetric mechanisms of deform-
ation, in particular sedimentation, which govern settlements in the free-field. This shortcoming
may affect the predictions of settlement underneath structures in thicker, unmitigated
deposits, where the contribution of volumetric strains increases, as discussed later in this
paper. Table 1 summarizes the soil constitutive model parameters selected for the subsequent
simulations of the SFMS system.
Element dimension in elevation, shown in Figure 2, was selected based on the variation of

the soil’s small-strain shear wave velocity, the expected frequency range of interest, and soften-
ing in soil (Ramirez et al. 2018b). Finer elements were used around the foundation, to improve
the prediction of settlement and rotation. The maximum element aspect ratio was kept below
1:3. All nodes at the model’s base were fixed in all directions, simulating a rigid base, which was
consistent with the centrifuge container base. Nodes at the soil lateral sides were tied together in

Table 1. Key soil model parameters.

Parameter Monterey sand 0/30 Ottawa sand F65
(Dr = 85%) (Dr = 40%) (Dr = 90%)

Void ratio 0.57 0.70 0.56

Saturated unit weight, γsat (kN/m3) 19.81 19.1 19.9

Reference mean effective confining pres-

sure, pr’ (kPa)

101.0 101.0 101.0

Pressure dependent coefficient, d 0.5 0.5 0.5

Octahedral reference low-strain shear

modulus, Gref (MPa)

133.3 108.5 130.0

Triaxial peak friction angle, ϕp (degrees) 42.0 32.0 40.8

Phase transformation angle, ϕPT (degrees) 32.0 27.5 28.0

Contraction parameters, c1, c2, c3 0.014, 2.0, 0.15 0.07, 4.0, 0.95 0.045, 1.5, 0.50

Dilation parameters, d1, d2, d3 0.36, 3.0, 0.05 0.01, 3.0, 0.0 0.03, 3.0, 0.0

Number of yield surfaces 20a 15b 15b

a Automatic yield surfaces,
b User-defined yield surfaces
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both horizontal directions (using the equalDOF master and slave command in OpenSEES), to
mimic the conditions in the centrifuge FSB container. Due to the size of all numerical models
(approximately 150,000 DOFs per model), the parallel version of OpenSEES (OpenSEESMP
3.0.0; McKenna et al. 2000, McKenna and Fenves 2008) was used on the Summit supercom-
puter cluster at the University of Colorado Boulder. Pre- and post-processing were carried out
using the Scientific ToolKit for OpenSEES (STKO; Petracca et al. 2017).
In the Structure, beams and columns were modeled using elastic beam-column elements,

defined by their elastic properties and geometry such as their Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio,
and cross-section area. The reduced section of structural fuses (see Figure 2) was modeled with
nonlinear beam-column, displacement-based elements that were discretized in fiber sections.
These fibers were modeled using the Giuffre-Menegotto-Pinto uniaxial steel material (Giuffre
and Pinto 1970), which is named Steel02 in OpenSEES, but assigned properties of the nickel
material. The properties of structural fuses were calibrated using dogbone and monotonic and
cyclic, beam-column component tests performed by Olarte et al. (2017, 2018). Fixed-base struc-
tural models were also subjected to a quasi-static displacement-controlled lateral load (e.g.,
pushover) to evaluate their yield characteristics. Rigid floor diaphragms were used to assure a
proper distribution of seismic forces to all lateral-force-resisting elements per floor. All models
considered the P-Δ coordinate transformation to account for the second-order P-Δ effects.
The mat foundation was modeled with SSPbrick elements using a linear elastic isotropic

material (model tag ElasticIsotropic in OpenSEES). The foundation and beam elements were
attached using a rigid node link, due to the incompatibility of DOFs between the beam and
brick elements. After an extensive study of the soil-foundation interface conditions and its
influence on key structural response parameters (especially the settlement and tilt of founda-
tion), zero-length, node-to-node, frictional contact 3D elements were employed (model tag of
zeroLengthContact3D in OpenSEES; Wang and Sitar 2004, Laursen and Simo 1993). These
elements were characterized by a Mohr-Coulomb model, which was defined by a normal and
tangential force and a friction angle (1x108 kN,1x104 kN, 29º). Unlike other methods of con-
necting soil to foundation elements (e.g., equalDOFs, or the zero-length q-z elements), the
contact elements we employed simulated the stress state and relative movement (sliding and
separation) of the soil-foundation system in a more realistic manner. Using this interface con-
dition slightly improved the accumulation of foundation rotation and column bending strains
in the numerical simulations (detailed by Ramirez 2019).

4 COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A detailed discussion of the numerical and experimental results in the free-field was previously
presented by Ramirez et al. (2018a,b). Therefore, this paper only focuses on the near-field
response. Figure 3 compares the experimentally measured and numerically simulated peak
ground accelerations (PGA) and the acceleration response spectra (5%-damped) under the center
of Structures ANM-4 and ADS-4 at different depths. In general, the PGAs and spectral acceler-
ations at low periods were slightly overestimated by the numerical model, but the agreement
improved slightly for spectral accelerations at periods greater than about 2.5 s. Capturing accel-
erations was particularly difficult in the looser layer of Ottawa sand when significant softening
occurred. Upon accumulation of large shear strains and excess pore pressures within the liquefi-
able layer (in the unmitigated case), some amplification of accelerations was experimentally
observed from the base to surface near the site’s effective fundamental frequency (0.4-0.5 Hz or
periods of 2-2.5 s), which could not be captured well numerically. Despite these differences, the
computed accelerations on the foundation (1m-depth) compared well with the centrifuge record-
ings, which is the seismic demand transferred to the superstructure. Similar observations were
made near Structures ANM-6 and ADS-6 (Ramirez 2019), but are not shown here due to brevity.

The numerically simulated and experimentally measured excess pore pressure time histories
under structures like A at the middle and bottom of loose Ottawa sand are compared in
Figure 4. Some of the sensors at the deeper layers malfunctioned during shaking and are
excluded here. The numerical results were in good agreement with the centrifuge
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Figure 4. Experimentally measured and numerically simulated excess pore pressure time histories at

two representative depths under the center of Structures ANM-4, ADS-4, ANM-6 and ADS-6 together with

the base acceleration time histories.

Figure 3. Experimentally measured and numerically simulated peak ground accelerations and response

spectra (5%-damped) at different depths under the center of Structures ANM-4 and ADS-4.

Figure 5. Experimentally measured and numerically simulated average settlement and tilt time histories

on the foundation of structures.
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measurements in terms of the peak values of pore pressures achieved during shaking,
although, in most cases, the initial rate of pore pressure generation was overestimated as
observed during soil parameter calibration (Ramirez et al. 2018). In addition, often the rate of
pore pressure dissipation after shaking was also overestimated, a response attributed to the
constitutive model’s underestimation of coefficient of volumetric compressibility (as previ-
ously shown by Howell et al. 2015; Karimi and Dashti 2016; and Ramirez et al. 2018).
Figure 5 illustrates the average foundation settlement and tilt time histories from the experi-

mental and numerical models. In general, the models captured within 25% the permanent settle-
ment and tilt of structures with the exception of Structure ANM-6, which was placed on a thick
layer of loose Ottawa sand without mitigation. The settlement of Structures ANM-4, ADS-4, and
ADS-6, on a thin liquefiable layers or densified ground, was primarily controlled by shear strains
under the static and dynamic demand of the structure, with a minor contribution from volumet-
ric strains associated with partial drainage and sedimentation (Dashti et al. 2010; Olarte et al.
2017). Structure ANM-6 experienced large excess pore pressures and liquefaction (defined as ru =
1.0) in a thick layer of loose Ottawa sand below, which led to large contributions from volumet-
ric strains associated with sedimentation. The continuum framework used in this study is not
able to capture the contribution of sedimentation to total settlements. Hence, settlements below
Structure ANM-6 were significantly underestimated (by about 65%), while others were predicted
reasonably well. Transient tilt was also underestimated due to an amplification of damping at
the vicinity of the soil-foundation interface. Nevertheless, use of 3D soil-foundation contact
elements better captured the deformation mechanisms underneath and around the mat-founda-
tions, which slightly improved the accumulation of foundation’s rotation and permanent tilt.
Figure 6 presents the experimental and numerical response in terms of the roof acceleration

response spectra (5%-damped) in the unmitigated and mitigated structures on both soil profiles.
As a result of an underestimation of spectral accelerations near the site’s fundamental period of
about 2.5 s, the numerical models were not able to capture roof accelerations at this period. At
other periods, the numerical results compared well with experiments, except for Structure ANM-

6, where roof accelerations were overestimated numerically. This overestimation is likely the
result of the model’s underestimation of the degree of strain accumulation and damping in the
thick, loose soil below this structure, leading to larger accelerations transferred to its foundation
and roof. Nevertheless, overall, the numerical results compared well with the centrifuge record-
ings in terms of structural response, deflections, and damage potential.

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The primary objective in this paper is to evaluate the predictive capabilities and limitations of
3D, fully-coupled, nonlinear numerical simulations in capturing the key engineering demand
parameters related to the performance of soil-foundation-(mitigation)-structure (SFMS) sys-
tems on liquefiable soils when compared with centrifuge experimental results. Centrifuge tests
(performed by Olarte et al. 2017) investigated the influence of densification on a 3-story,
potentially inelastic, mat-founded model building placed on a layered, liquefiable soil deposits.

Figure 6. Experimentally measured and numerically simulated roof spectral accelerations (5%-damped)

for different structures.
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Numerical simulations were carried out in the finite element platform OpenSEES using the
pressure dependent, multi-yield surface, PDMY02, soil constitutive model. Soil model param-
eters were previously calibrated by Ramirez et al. (2018a,2018b) using a series of monotonic
and cyclic triaxial tests and a free-field centrifuge test. Nonlinear beam elements with fiber
sections were used to model the structural fuses. The properties of structural fuses were cali-
brated using monotonic and cyclic component tests. Subsequently, the numerical simulations
of the SFMS system were compared with centrifuge recordings to evaluate their limitations
and strengths in capturing the key engineering demand parameters of interest.
Peak ground accelerations were slightly overestimated by the numerical models, while the

spectral accelerations were generally underestimated near the site’s effective fundamental
period of about 2.5 s. Despite these differences, the numerically simulated accelerations on the
foundation and superstructure compared relatively well with the centrifuge measurements.
Overall, the permanent settlement and tilt of the foundation were captured well for all struc-
tures placed on relatively thin or densified ground. The predictions degraded on deposits con-
straining a thick layer of loose Ottawa sand, where a greater degree of soil softening, shear
strains, and volumetric strains (particularly sedimentation) were expected in a thicker deposit,
which are not captured in a continuum framework. The inclusion of a more realistic soil-foun-
dation interface, as opposed to a master-slave equalDOFs connection slightly improved the
accumulation of permanent foundation rotations. Overall, the numerical models were able to
reproduce the performance of the foundation as well as the deformations and accelerations in
the superstructure placed on a highly nonlinear soil profile. Additional improvements are
needed to better capture the contribution of volumetric strains in thicker liquefiable deposits.
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